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Architectuur.nl
The site for Dutch architects and designers
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ARCHITECTUUR.NL 
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AND INFORM ATION

TO ARCHITECTS



LARGE BANNER

A large banner is a strikingly large advertisement size.
The size is excellenty suitable for the communication of serveral
types of messages.

PRODUCT/PROJECTPAGINA

SMALL BANNER

A small banner is suitable for the communication of a short but
powerful action moderate message.

Specifications
410 x 85 pixels (computer and laptop), max. 99 kb
320 x 66 pixels (tablet and smartphone)

Rate
€ 625,- per month

Rates are in Euros, excluding 21% VAT and based on full colour advertisements. Contract period: 12 months, starting on the date of the first insertion.
Eisma Bouwmedia bv reserves the right to change the information provided. No rights can be derived from this media kit.

Specifications
410 x 480 pixels,(computer and laptop), max. 99 kb
320 x 375 pixels (tablet and smartphone)

Rate
€ 1.250,- per month

MEDIAKIT 2023

MEDIUM BANNER

A medium banners is a large advertisement size. It is also, like the
large banner, excellenty suitable for the communication of serveral
types of messages.

Specifications
410 x 300 pixels (computer and laptop), max. 99 kb
320 x 234 pixels (tablet and smartphone)

Rate
€ 945,- per month

ARCHITECTUUR.NL
Provides inspiration and 
information to architects through 
project information and product 
documentation.

New on the architectuur.nl website is the possibility to bring your
product or project under attention. Through a message on the
website and a beautiful page about the product or project with a
photo gallery. Equipped with a form to request information.

Specifications
The description of your product or project in a maximum of 3000
characters, with 2 deep links to your website.
Including 7 images for a viewer / gallery. (One of these 7 photos
should be at least 1250 px wide, for display at the top of the
page). For the form to request more information , we need your
email address for these requests. Your product or project shall
also be mentioned one time message in the newsletter.

Rate
€ 945,-

DELIVERY ADVERTISINGMATERIAL

File formats:  
Colour mode:  
Resolution:  
Max. size:  
Landing page:  
Delivery:

jpg, .gif, animated.gif,html5  
RGB

72dpi
99kb
URL landing page  
onlinemateriaal@eisma.nl

Please provide the banners in two sizes for optimal visibility on  
differentdevices.

mailto:onlinemateriaal@eisma.nl


WEBSITE 2023

AVERAGE CTR PER SIZE

Large banner 0,20%

410 x 480 pixels 

Medium banner 0,14% 

410 x 300 pixels

Small banner 0,07% 

410 x 85 pixels 

Desktop banner size CTR Mobile banner size CTR

Mobile banner Large 0,45%

320 x 375 pixels 

Mobile banner Medium 0,46% 

320 x 234 pixels

CTR% =     ----------------------- x 100
Clicks

Impressions

PAGEVIEWS UNIQUE VISITORS VISITS AVERAGE VISIT DURATION

34.400 21.598 26.350 0:00:42

Figures on average per  month

Figures from Google Ad Manager, as of November 2022.

CTR varies a lot depending on the message of the message

AVERAGE

34.400
PAGEVIEWS
PER MONTH

Average by banner size, based on the last 12 months.

Average per month, based on the last 12 months



ADVERTORIAL

PUBLICATION DATE DIGITAL NEWSLETTER

The newsletter of Architectuur.nl is send once a week on 
wednesday.

MEDIAKIT 2023

Rates are in Euros, excluding 21% VAT and based on full colour advertisements. Contract period: 12 months, starting on the date of the first insertion.
Eisma Bouwmedia bv reserves the right to change the information provided. No rights can be derived from this media kit.

THE NEWSLETTER VAN  
ARCHITECTUUR.NL IS SEND 
ONCE A WEEK ON WEDNESDAY 
TO 7.157 SUBSCRIBERS.

An advertorial is a combination of text and image and the lay-out is
resembling the editorial content of the newsletter. An advertorial links
directly to the landing page.

Specificaties
• Header: max. 50 characters, including white spaces.
• Body text: max. 350 characters, including white spaces.
• Photo/logo/illustration: 600 x 400 pixels, max. 99 kb
• URL of the landing page

Rate
€ 625,- per edition

SPECIFICATIONS

File formats:  
Colour mode:  
Resolution:  
Landing page:  
Delivery:

.jpg, .gif  
RGB
72 dpi
URL of the landing page 
onlinemateriaal@eisma.nl

MORE INFORMATION?

For more information about the media channels visit
www.adverterenbijeisma.nl or call your account manager.

mailto:onlinemateriaal@eisma.nl
http://www.adverterenbijeisma.nl/


NEWSLETTER 2023

AVERAGE CTR PER SIZE

Advertorial 0,66% 

Text + image

SIZE CTR Position

CTR% =     ----------------------- x 100
Clicks

Delivered Emails

NEWSLETTER UNIQUE OPENS TOTAL OPENS
7.157 31% 58%

Figures on average per month

CTR varies a lot depending on the message of the message

Figures from MailChimp, as of November 2022

AVERAGE

7.157
NEWSLETTER
SUBSCRIBERS

Average by banner size, based on the last 12 months.

Average per newsletter, based on the last 12 months
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